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Here you can find the menu of Three Bean Espresso Apothecary Kitchen in HAMILTON SOUTH. At the moment,
there are 21 meals and drinks on the card. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What

Elke L likes about Three Bean Espresso Apothecary Kitchen:
Dropped by for lunch yesterday and was pleasantly surprised. The food was incredible, such a beautiful and

tasty variety of quality whole foods. They cater so well for vegans, vegetarians and pescatarians and their fresh
bread is amazing. Great little place! read more. The place also offers the possibility to sit outside and eat in nice

weather, And into the accessible rooms also come visitors with wheelchairs or physical limitations. What
MsVietnam doesn't like about Three Bean Espresso Apothecary Kitchen:

We chose to have breakfast here as it is normally good and the coffee good as well. What a disappointment to
turn up to dirty tables, water from the jug was hit and glasses were not clean. Then coffee arrives and it was not
hot. Choose the eggs benedict for breakfast and egg yolks were overdone yet the whites were like water. The
fancy ham tastes terrible and was thick and ugly looking, doubt it had been kept properl... read more. At Three

Bean Espresso Apothecary Kitchen in HAMILTON SOUTH, delicious pizza is baked oven-fresh using a
traditional method, The guests of the restaurant also appreciate the large variety of differing coffee and tea

specialities that the restaurant has to offer. Look forward to the enjoyment of delicious vegetarian dishes, here
they serve a appetizing brunch in the morning.
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Toas�
TOAST

Coffe�
COFFEE

Has� Brown� an� Side�
SCRAMBLED EGGS

No� alcoholi� drink�
KOMBUCHA

CHAI

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
BREAD

TOSTADAS

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

GLUTEN FREE

VEGAN

Dishe� ar� prepare� wit�
PAPRIKA

BUTTER

TOMATO

BEANS

EGGS

TOMATE

BACON

TRAVEL

GARLIC

MOZZARELLA PASTA

MEAT
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